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W hen Freud described “woman” as a dark continent in 19261, his metaphor expressed – consciously or not – more than just the fact that femininity was a mystery to him. He also associated 
efforts to decode the human psyche with the colonial development of 
the world in an analogy that assigns women the place of resistance that 
needs to be colonized. The specific gendering of the colonial discourse 
obeys a well established discursive logic, as will be demonstrated in the 
following. The focus of this article will not be on Freud – the allusion 
to his metaphor serves merely as a thematic marker – but rather on 
two works of Scandinavian literature which have hitherto received little 
scholarly attention: Verner von Heidenstam’s novel Endymion (1889) 
and Peter Høeg’s short story Rejse ind i et mørkt hjerte (1990) (Journey 
into a Dark Heart) from the collection Fortællinger om natten (Tales of 
the Night).
* Translated from German by Ingo Maerker and Michelle Miles.
1 As is so often the case, Freud’s famous metaphor from The Question of Lay Analysis 
is not quoted here verbatim: Not woman as such, but “the sexual life of adult women 
is a ‘dark continent’ for psychology.” Because Freud was especially concerned with 
sexuality’s function as the essential defining property, it is hoped that this impreciseness 
will be forgiven. Sigmund Freud, The Question of Lay Analysis, New York, London: 
W. W. Norton & Company, 1978, 1950, p. 38.
Turmoil in the Dark Continent 
Gender, mimicry and colonial resistance, 
in Verner von Heidenstam and Peter Høeg
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These two works could not have been produced in more different 
historical contexts. Heidenstam published his colonial novel in 1889, 
at the time of high colonialism, when approximately 85 percent of the 
world was under European rule. When Høeg’s anticolonial story was 
published in 1990, on the other hand, Edward Said’s classical study 
Orientalism (1978) was already twelve years old and postcolonial studies 
were about to gain their place within the intellectual field of European 
universities, a connection that is made obvious in Rejse ind i et mørkt 
hjerte. Although the two texts can be seen as exponents of contradicting 
intellectual climates, they are comparable not only because they repeat 
the already mentioned topos of femininity interwoven with colonial 
discourse, but they also link this topos to colonial resistance, which also 
refers back to the efficiency of disguise, deception, and mimicry. In this 
way, the texts offer us the possibility to once again reflect on one of the 
most famous theorems of postcolonial theory: mimicry.
1. Mimicry as understood by Bhabha
Let me start by discussing the most important foundations of the 
concept of mimicry. Homi Bhabha is credited with pointing out the 
ambivalence to be found in the colonial discourse. He has proven over 
and over again that the conceptual boundaries between the colonial 
identity here and the indigenous identity there, the agent here and the 
patient there, the perpetrator here and the victim there, or between here 
and there in the first place, have never been as definite as they claimed 
to be in the past and that the discursive boundaries begin to blur when 
we examine them more closely. For Bhabha, this means looking at these 
boundaries with a view trained in Lacan and Derrida. All of these concepts 
function in a “Third Space”, which is based on Walther Benjamin’s 
idea of translation as the productive site of semantic transformation. 
The Third Space signifies the interaction between language as a system 
(langue) and language as speech (parole). The meaning of a statement in 
a concrete, temporally situated situation of communication diverges in 
unexpected ways from the timeless reference of langue:
It is that Third Space […] which constitutes the discursive conditions 
of enunciation tha ensure that the meaning and symbols of culture 
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have nor primordial unity or fixity; that even the same signs can be 
appropriated, translated, rehistoricized and read anew.2
The Third Space is often (mis)understood as a place that delineates 
conditions for a conflict-free intercultural encounter, although it 
actually represents the fundamental constitution of language (notably 
from a (post)structural, deconstructivist perspective). Putting terms, 
concepts, and symbols from the mother country into the new context 
of the colonial reality will always cause a displacement of semantic 
potential. How resistance can therefore be possible at all – “How 
Newness Enters the World”, as Bhabha calls one of his articles – is based 
on this unavoidable displacement of cultural codes.
Mimicry is a strategy defined by its use of the functional mechanisms 
of the Third Space. Colonial rule was justified by the belief that Europe 
had undergone a historical development that was exemplary for all of 
humanity and that this made it possible to define the ideational goal 
of colonialism as the assimilation of an indigenous culture into the 
colonial mother country. When he refers to this required process as 
mimicry, Bhabha also alerts us to the fact that the result will always 
be temporary and never complete. What is interesting about Bhabha’s 
concept is its double orientation, which comes from its impermanence. 
He also calls mimicry one of the “most effective strategies of colonial 
power” and a “recalcitrance” that “represents an immanent threat to 
disciplinary powers”.3 Initially, assimilation stabilizes the narcissistic 
authority. The colonized are encouraged to use mimicry to imitate the 
colonial rulers in their habitus and adapt themselves to their values, 
tastes, and interests. However, there inevitably remains a difference 
between being European and being Europeanized. Bhabha expresses this 
in a pointed wordplay describing the result of mimicry as “almost the 
same, but not quite / but not white”.4 This irreducible difference can be 
strategically functionalized in order to stabilize hegemony. In the trope 
of “not quite”, the final process of the historical time lapse required by 
the colony is delayed to infinity, and maintaining the colonial authority 
is thereby justified. As effective as this strategy may be, as soon as its 
spiral-like structure becomes obvious, it is transformed into a farce of 
2 Homi K. Bhabha, The Location of Culture, Abingdon, Routledge, 2000, p. 55.
3 Ibid., p. 85-86.
4 Ibid., p. 86.
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ideational justification. Thus, the moment mimicry is adopted by the 
colonized subject as an “ironic compromise,” it becomes a threat. Partial 
assimilation enables the colonized to interact with the colonizer and to 
act out the “not quite”. In this case, the following happens:
the look of surveillance returns as the displacing gaze of the disciplined, 
where the observer becomes the observed and “partial” representation 
rearticulates; the whole notion of identity and alienates it from 
essence.5
Mimicry thus displays how newly contextualized concepts of Europe as 
a model can shift in the face of colonial power.
2. Høeg’s anticolonial pastiche
Høeg’s tales in Fortællinger om natten6 have frequently been called 
pastiches of Karen Blixen’s works.7 Indeed, a great number of analogies 
can be found between Blixen and the story Rejse ind i et mørkt hjerte, 
which I will discuss here: 1) the setting in Africa and the colonial 
context, 2) the encyclopedic use of products of art and literature, 3) the 
metanarrative features, 4) the language which often seems archaic, 5) the 
use of hypotactic constructions that can be easily followed despite the 
many commas and parentheses, 6) the anecdotal narration which lends 
an aura of exemplariness to what is narrated, 7) the motif of hubris and 
the religious metaphors which recur throughout the text, and finally 
8) the numerous realistic effects, for instance the exact temporal and 
local placement of events and the naming of historical figures. This 
generalizing list shall suffice here.8
Before it would even occur to us to think of the famous Danish 
author Blixen, however, the title already evokes Joseph Conrad’s 
5 Ibid., p. 89.
6 Peter Høeg, Fortællinger om natten. 5th edition, Copenhagen, Munksgaard /
Rosinante, 1995. English translation: Peter Høeg, Tales of the Night. Translated by 
Barbara Haveland. New York, London, Penguin, 1999.
7 See, for example, Thomas Hoffmann, “Klumpfodens chassé: fra centrum til tangent. 
Religiøse motiver og temaer i ‘Hommage à Bournonville’”, in Agnete Baz Harsberg; 
Lilian Munk Rösing (ed.) Abens poetik. Portræt af Peter Høegs forfatterskab. Hellerup, 
Spring 2005, p. 84-101, here p. 88 f.
8 Indeed no investigation into the frequently mentioned similarities with Blixen exists 
to date. The list here is only meant as a preliminary attempt at an outline.
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novella Heart of Darkness (1899). The parallels, quotes, and techniques 
Høeg adopts from this story are equally numerous. Apart from the 
prominent reference in the title, there are also slightly altered direct 
quotes dispersed throughout the text. The two stories are also similar 
in structure. The plot in both works develops through a journey along 
the Congo River, although Conrad’s travelers are on a steamboat and 
in Høeg’s are aboard the very first train to ever travel on the railway 
from Cabinda to Katanga (whose construction Conrad also mentions 
in his story). The most obvious reference, however, is to Joseph Conrad 
himself, who is one of the four main characters Høeg’ story and is called 
by his original Polish name, Joseph Korzeniowski.9
Fortællinger om natten calling a pastiche is generally meant 
pejoratively. This would be logical if we defined pastiche, like Leif 
Ludwig Albertsen does, as mere “tender […] empathy” for the style of 
the original, or like Fredric Jameson as fundamentally opposed to the 
ironic distance of parody. My aim in using this term is not, however, to 
establish an appropriate definition of a genre; rather I intend to interpret 
pastiche as a narrative strategy to realize a deliberately postcolonial 
hybrid literature. And it is exactly this context in which Rejse ind i et 
mørkt Hjerte inscribes itself.
Let as look at just one example. Already on the first page, the infamous 
Belgian king Leopold II (1835-1909) holds a speech celebrating the 
opening of the Congo railway in which he talks about the noble goals 
of civilization: “Are not these two shining rails of steel the pure lines of 
thought and commerce that, as the arteries of civilization, shall carry 
clean, revitalized blood three thousand kilometers though the jungle, 
deep into the heart of the dark continent?”.10 Within the king’s intended 
metaphor of the railway as a vein pumping European civilization into 
innermost Africa, a crack opens through which the ambivalence of the 
9 For more on the analogies between Høeg’s and Conrad’s stories, see Johan Hage, 
“Mellem Oplysning og Opløsning. ‘Rejse ind i et mørkt hjerte’ og Mørkets hjerte”, 
Agnete Baz Harsberg; Lilian Munk Rösing (ed.) Abens poetik. Portræt af Peter 
Høegs forfatterskab. Hellerup, Spring 2005, p. 135-141; and Ulrich Schröder, “Die 
Hybris der Erhellung des Tropendunkels. Peter Høegs Rejse ind i et mørkt hjerte und 
Joseph Conrads Heart of Darkness”, TijdSchrift voor Skandinavistiek, vol. 25:2, 2004, 
p. 105-131 (http://dpc.uba.uva.nl/tvs/vol25/nr02/art05, 16. 4. 2010).
10 “Tankens og handelens rene linjer, er det ikke disse to blanke stålskinner der som 
civilisationens pulsårer skal føre rent og iltende blod 3000 kilometer igennem junglen, 
dybt ind i det mørke kontinents hjerte?” Høeg, op. cit., da: p. 9, en: p. 4.
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colonial discourse becomes obvious. This is because, if pure European 
blood is fed into a dark African heart, then the railroad becomes an 
image for a mixing of races. And nothing would have been further from 
Leopold’s mind than promoting a biological or discursive hybridization. 
The image of the shining railway penetrating the black body (in the 
colonial context, the Danish work blank can also denote a white skin 
color) therefore also connotes a (violent) sexual penetration. This 
connotation, which is established covertly, gains in strength when a 
few pages later another protagonist imagines Africa to be an apparently 
sexually attractive woman: “He felt that the tropics, like a young 
Negress, were laughing at him. Strange and enticing sounds and scents 
swirled around him”.11 It is therefore the image of sexual hybridization 
that makes discursive hybridization palpable; in other words, the king’s 
speech also means the opposite of what it says.
This passage is exemplary for just how deep this text is thematically 
and formally steeped in the idea of the ambivalence of colonial discourse. 
In his narrative, Høeg offers nothing less than an interpretation of 
European science, art, and politics, which he characterizes as different 
strategies of dealing with contingency. These are personified in the three 
characters of the mathematician David Rehn (science), the novelist 
Joseph Korzeniowski (art), and General Paul von Lettow Voerbeck 
(politics). And as much as these three protagonists quarrel and fight with 
each other on the train’s maiden voyage, they all converge (in the logic 
of the narration) in the joint tactic of dispelling contingency through 
the introduction of binary opposites. The construction of the railway is 
also transformed into a metaphor for this theme when the engineering 
venture is presented as the material realization of this quest for clarity, 
determinacy, and hence controllability of the world. This quest is the 
driving force for the three protagonists. The railway is a metaphor for 
the rationality and enlightenment that conquers the dark continent.
In the following, I will concentrate on the role of the arts because 
this is what makes a reevaluation of Høeg’s technique of pastiche 
possible. In Høeg’s story, Korzeniowski, aka Conrad, is opposed to the 
exploitation and the cruelty of the colonizers. He also recognizes Africa’s 
independence, but he only is able to achieve this by turning Africa 
11 “Han syntes troperne lo til ham som en ung negerinde. De ukendte og lokkende lyde 
og dufte bølgede omkring ham.” Ibid., da: p. 17, en: p. 9.
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into something absolutely incomprehensible, an incommensurable 
entity that manifests itself as the impenetrable dark edge of the forest. 
Korzeniowski is even proud to have created this dream of Africa and 
says, “The dream of which you speak was created by me […] and it is 
dark because Africa is dark”.12 In other words, Korzeniowski also cannot 
do without a binary opposition between a dark and a light continent. 
The image of Africa as the “dark fringes of a forest, from which sudden 
death strikes in the form of a wild animal or a poisoned dart”13 is taken 
verbatim from a scene in Conrad’s Heart of Darkness. In the year 1990, 
Høeg thus anticipates the criticism of this anti-imperialist classic that 
will be famously voiced three years later by Edward Said.14
The ambivalences in the text, which I have demonstrated in the 
inauguration speech by the Belgian king, can therefore be seen as serving 
the purpose of subverting what one of Høeg’s protagonists call “forest-
fringe theory” (skovbrynsteori)15, which is based on binary opposites. 
It is in this light that pastiche must also be reevaluated and seen not as 
an imitation or “tender empathy”, and not as a defused form of parody 
that sees itself as the opposite of what the parodied original intended, 
but as mimicry, as the imitation of established authorities (Blixen and 
Conrad), but with a not quite that also undermines these very same 
authorities. Pastiche is indeed a form that makes the definite tracing 
of references impossible16, because who can say where the beginning 
and the end of assimilation is located? Where originality begins and 
authority’s influence ends? The pastiche transgresses the limits of the 
text, letting textual mimicry first appear in the light of the original before 
turning the direction of interpretation around, causing the original to 
be read from the point of view of the imitation and transposing the 
empowerment of the gaze – which is an element of Bhabha’s mimicry 
12 “Den drøm, De der taler om, den har jeg skabt […] og den er mørk, fordi Afrika er 
mørkt.” Ibid., da: p. 24, en: p. 16.
13 “…et mørkt skovbryn, hvorfra den pludselige død kommer i form af et vildt dyr eller 
en forgiftet pil.” Ibid.
14 Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism, London, Vintage Books, 1994.
15 Høeg, op. cit., da: p. 24, en: p. 16.
16 “Høeg tilkender […] pastichen en rensende og befriende virkning vis-à-vis 
originalen, hvor pastichen oscillerer fra tribut til originalen til kritisk-respektløs leg med 
den sakrosante originalitet.” [Høeg sees a cleansing and liberating effect in pastiche vis-
à-vis the original, in which the pastiche oscillates between a tribute to the original and a 
critical and irreverent play with sacrosanct originality.] Hoffmann, op. cit., p. 89.
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theory – into literary practice. In Rejse ind i et mørkt hjerte, pastiche 
subverts binaries not only on the level of the action, but also in the form 
of narration.
On the level of the histoire, it is the character of the “Ugandan 
rebel leader, Lueni”17 who embodies this ambivalence most clearly. 
At first Lueni seems to incorporate the concentrated, threatening 
incommensurability of Africa: The name Lueni “represented death as 
precipitate as cerebral malaria, it meant cut supply lines and hunger, 
burnt-out steamships drifting downriver with no trace of their crew. A 
name from the innermost chamber of Africa’s dark hell”.18 However, 
because the European method of mastering contingency is apparently 
the creation of binary opposites, we suspect that the characterization 
of Lueni as the epitome of irrationality and incommensurability is in 
itself the result of Korzeniowski’s binarizing strategies and hence the 
product of European disambiguation. But then Lueni turns out to be 
a woman. She not only disappoints the expectations of gender roles – 
a deadly rebel leader is expected be a man – but she also undermines 
the antithesis of the passive, suffering colony and the active, damaging 
colonizers. The metaphor in the Belgian king’s speech is thus inverted 
in a passage in which “the girl lowered the revolver and rested it in 
her lap”.19 The image of the violent penetration of the female African 
body by a phallic metal object is thus repeated, but this time in such a 
way that the violence committed against Africa may still be shown as 
a consequence of colonialism, but it can no longer be ascribed entirely 
to the colonizers. Lueni also ultimately destroys the idea of Africa as 
a unified body. In the passage quoted above, David Rehn imagines 
Africa to be an alluring black girl and thereby allows the multifaceted 
and culturally divergent continent to be conceived as one body. By 
employing the body metaphor, he thus creates the premises for pitting 
Africa and Europe against each other as two entities of a binary. And 
yet, the black girl, Lueni insists that she is just as misplaced in the Congo 
17 “oprørslederen Lueni fra Uganda” Høeg, op. cit., da: p. 16, en: p. 8.
18 “det var pludselig død som hjernemalaria, det var svigtende forsyninger og hunger, 
det var udbrændte dampere der kom drivende ned ad floden uden spor af deres 
besætning, det var et navn fra det inderste værelse i Afrikas mørke Helvede.” Høeg, op. 
cit., da: p. 16, en: p. 8.
19 “pigen sænkede revolveren og lod den hvile i sit skød.” Høeg, op. cit., da: p. 33, en: 
p. 24.
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as the Europeans Rehn, Lettow, and Korzeniowski. As she says, “I am 
four thousand kilometers from my home”.20
When inquiring into the connection between gender and colonial 
resistance, we must therefore maintain that Høeg sees the same 
discursive mechanism at work in the binary construction of gender that 
can be found in the imperial discourse of power. Colonial resistance 
fosters the deconstruction of gender and vice versa. In the following, 
I will therefore use the analysis of Heidenstam’s work Endymion as a 
counter example.
3. Stereotype and androgyny in Heidenstam’s 
Endymion21
The novel Endymion takes place in the Ottoman Empire at the end 
of the nineteenth century and leaves no Orientalist cliché unturned. 
The preferred locations for action are bazaars, Turkish baths, harems, 
and mosques. The Oriental is characterized as fatalistic (107, 178), 
devoted to the moment (168), mysterious (119), easily aggravated (119), 
having a rich imagination (119), childishly naïve (120) and lacking 
an understanding of possible consequences (168), chaotic (47) and 
barbarian (37), sly and devious (107), corrupt (109), impractical (84), 
and capable of unbridled anger (61). The Oriental’s unrestrained 
sensuality, which materializes in “those hundred drowsy harems”22 is 
also described repeatedly. One of the novel’s protagonists identifies the 
principle on which this collection of unconnected elements is based, 
stating “that everything in Damascus is the opposite of home”23 (by 
which the West is meant). This statement can be read in accordance 
with Said’s well known thesis that Orientalism is a regime of knowledge 
used by the European West to functionalize the Orient as an image of 
the Other in order to create its own identity through reflection. The 
fact that critics during Heidenstam’s time accused him of writing a 
book that was not much more than a Baedeker travel guide posing as a 
20 “[J]eg er 4000 kilometer hjemmefra.” Høeg, op. cit., da: p. 39, en: p. 31.
21 Verner von Heidenstam, Samlade verk. Tredje delen. Stockholm, Bonnier, 1943. All 
quotes from this text are translated by Ingo Maerker and Michelle Miles.
22 “dessa hundra yrvakna harem” Ibid., p. 85.
23 “att i Damaskus var allt omvänt mot där hemma” Ibid., p. 92.
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novel24 proves that his explicit Orientalism and binary construction of 
Orient and Occident were interpreted as realistic traits. While writing 
his novel, Heidenstam was indeed able to fall back on the touristic 
impressions he had gained twelve years before (in 1877) when he was 
18 years old and spent some time in Syria and Damascus.
The plot of the novel is extremely simple: The young American 
woman Nelly Harven is traveling with her father through the Orient; 
their destination is Damascus. The action gets underway when she 
begins talking to a handsome young Oriental named Emin ibn el-Arabi 
in a postal carriage. As is to be expected, the two young people fall in 
love, but their love fails because Emin feels he is destined to become the 
leader of an uprising of people who want to rouse the Orient out of its 
lethargy, crush the ever deeper reach of Europe’s meddling arm, and 
reinstate Muslim hegemony. The uprising fails even before it can get 
underway and Emin is executed.
Endymion begins with a scene that concentrates the relationship 
between East and West in the image of the postal carriage:
Once upon a time in Beirut in Syria, two hours before sunrise, a large 
yellow postal carriage stood in front of the post office. It had large 
window panes and the canopy seats on the roof revealed that it was 
made by a European carriage builder. And indeed, it was built in France 
for French money. Every day on the impressive country road French 
currency had laid across Lebanon, it transported Occidentals and 
Occidental customs to Damascus, Syria’s soul.25
Not only is the West imagined here as motion in the image of France 
financing the construction of the road while the East is imagined as 
space – an opposition that is developed in all its breadth later in the 
novel – but the postal carriage is also presented as a container isolating 
Europe from the Oriental surroundings. The hermetic character of this 
Europe in nuce forces the travelers to adapt themselves in so far as all 
24 Kate Bang; Frederik Böök, “Inledning”, Verner von Heidenstam, Samlade verk. 
Tredje delen, Stockholm, Bonnier, 1943, p. 5-11, here p. 8.
25 “Det var en gång i Beiruth i Syrien, två timmar före soluppgången. Utanför posthuset 
stod den gulmålade stora postvagnen, vilken med sina uppdragna fönsterrutor och sina 
sittplatser i suffletten uppe på taket skvallrade om en europeisk vagnmakares verkstad. 
Den var också mycket riktigt förfärdigad i Frankrike för franska penningar. På den 
ståtliga landsväg, som franska mynt dragit fram över Libanon, förde den dagligen 
västerlänningar och västerländska seder till Damaskus, Syriens själ.” Heidenstam, op. 
cit., p. 21.
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the Arabs traveling with them, including Emin, are dressed in Western 
clothes. There can be no doubt, mimicry is the appropriate expression 
for describing this point of departure. The question is therefore, what 
does Heidenstam do with this setting? Does he suppress the ambivalence 
of the situation, allowing mimicry to stabilize the power relation that is 
already laid out in the quote as an amalgamation of economic mobility 
and ideological import? Or does he flaunt mimicry and make it visible 
as an immanent threat to the historical model of Europe?
When we peruse the few existing examples of secondary literature26 
on Endymion, we can detect a tendency in newer research to assume the 
latter and to at least partially justify Heidenstam’s Orientalizing works. 
It is the way gender is constructed that breaks the hermetic seal between 
East and West. This is to say that in the chapter with the postal carriage 
Emin is described as having androgynous features.
Stepping on the footboard now was a man of medium height wearing a 
black Occidental Frankish coat and a red fez. He was rather slender. He 
had an Arabian face of masculine beauty. His Oriental black eyebrows 
were pencil thin, almost feminine.27
A little later he is described in Western dress again: “Emin took out 
a small fan made of paper and fanned himself with it like a coquettish 
woman”28 – a sight that disappoints Nelly, who had imagined Arabs 
26 See Martin Kylhammar, Maskin och idyll: teknik och pastorala ideal hos Strindberg och 
Heidenstam, Malmö, LiberFörlag, 1985, p. 138-153; Dan Landmark, “Vi, civilisationens 
ljusbärare” – orientalistiska mönster i det sena 1800-talets svenska litteratur och kultur, 
Örebro, Universitets bibliotek, 2003, p. 49-85; Svante Lovén, Skuggornas rike. Mytiska 
mönster i Heidenstams Endymion och Hans Alienus. Stockholm, Almqvist & Wiksell, 
1993, p. 29-76; Cristine Sarrimo, “Den maskerade androgynen. Könsspelet i Heidenstams 
Endymion”, in: Bibi Jonsson et al. (ed.), Från Eden till Damavdelningen. Studier om 
kvinnan i litteraturen. En vänbok till Christina Sjöblad, Lund, Litteraturvitenskapliga 
institutionen 2004, p. 98-108; Cristine Sarrimo, “Den maskerade androgynen – Verner 
von Heidenstams Orientalism”, in Sven Hakon Rossel (ed.), Der Norden im Ausland – 
das Ausland im Norden. Formung und Transformation von Konzepten und Bildern des 
Anderen vom Mittelalter bis heute, Vienna, Praesens Verlag, 2006, p. 556-562; Cristine 
Sarrimo, Heidenstams harem, Stockholm, Brutus Österlings Bokförlag, 2008, p. 17-45, 
p. 114-147.
27 “Den som nu beträdde vagnssteget var en man av medellängd i svart frankisk rock 
och med röd fez. Han var tämligen mager. Han hade ett manligt vackert arabansikte. 
Hans österländska svarta ögonbryn voro nästan kvinnligt fint penslade.” Heidenstam, 
op. cit., p. 23.
28 “Emin drog fram en liten solfjäder av papper och fläktade som ett kokett fruntimmer”. 
Ibid., p. 33.
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were very sensuously masculine: “And now she saw this white skinned 
man in a black coat and black trousers and with a small paper fan in his 
feminine white hand”.29
Cristine Sarrimo, who has written about many interesting aspects 
of the relationship between homosocialization and aesthetics in 
Heidenstam’s work30, interprets the blurring of gender in the postal 
carriage scene as an indicator for the softening of colonial boundaries. 
She writes:
The colony and the colonized have an impact on the colonizer, and 
“pure” cultures have never existed. This paradox sheds an explanatory 
light on his [Heidenstam’s] construction of masculinity and femininity. 
The tragic hero already has a feminine trait in his essence. One gender 
cannot be distinguished from the other […]. Playing a woman is always 
a possible masquerade.31
Sarrimo’s argument is based on the same conviction that can be 
found Høeg’s story, namely that the discourses of colonialism and 
gender must be understood as deriving from each other; in other words, 
the blurring of gender boundaries must necessarily also be understood 
as the dismantling of colonial codifications. Although we of course 
cannot deny the mesh of discourses in the passages quoted above, in my 
opinion we cannot assume an analogy between these two discourses in 
the case of Endymion. But in order to make this plausible, we must first 
take a closer look at the concept of temporality which is fundamental 
to this novel.
The fact that the two lovers cannot be together may be the 
consequence of a chain of single events and protagonists’ decisions to 
take action, but Heidenstam still lets Nelly’s father hold a monologue at 
the end of the novel which proves that behind the seemingly contingent 
events lies a pattern of historical and biological coherence: “These are 
29 “Och nu såg hon denne vithyade herre i svart rock och svarta byxor och med en liten 
papperssolfjäder i sin kvinnligt vita hand”. Ibid.
30 Cristine Sarrimo, “Risbastun i banken och mordet på Ahirab. Homoerotik och 
estetik i Heidenstams brev till Levertin”, in Tidskrift för litteraturvetenskap 3, 2005, 
p. 20-41.
31 “Kolonin och den koloniserade påverkar kolonisatören och ’rena’ kulturer har 
aldrig existerat. Denna paradox kastar ett förklaringes ljus på hans [Heidenstams, JS] 
gestaltning av manligt och kvinnligt. Den tragiske hjälten bär redan ett stråk av 
kvinnlighet i sitt väsen. Det ena könet går inte att särskilja från det andra […]. Att spela 
kvinna är alltid en möjlig maskering.” Sarrimon, op. cit., 2004, p. 106.
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voices from your own race that are calling you home”.32 Race cannot be 
avoided and is also one of the main arguments the omniscient narrator’s 
analysis. And yet, its defining characteristic is neither skin color nor 
any other biological determinism, but rather the specific relationship of 
each to time. Heidenstam inscribes a chronotope into the fictive world 
of his novel, whereby the line from East to West, from Damascus to the 
USA, represents a historical development from the past to the future. 
The road that was financed by the West, on which the postal carriage 
transports ideas, foreshadows this chronotope in the first few pages. The 
Orient is constructed as an ahistoric entity that is blocked off from the 
course of history and thus from the straight line, whose tip is formed 
by the industrialized, rationalized, and economized West. The Orient, 
on the other hand, has preserved humanity’s youth, and when Emin 
is sometimes called a youth in the shape of a man, this is meant as a 
typical characteristic of his race. In the already mentioned monologue 
by Nelly’s father, we read:
You have lived not only a part of your life here [in Damascus], but a 
part of humanity. You have encountered the childhood and awkward 
age of humankind again. […] Certainly the duty of our race is not to 
slide back down a slope we have already surmounted and for us, who 
are nineteen hundred years old, to act as idle children again.33
As do the Orientals is the implication here. As a result, the novel is 
carried on the back of a melancholic undertone. Although the Orient, 
the youth of humankind, is spread out before Nelly, it is irretrievably lost 
for an Occidental, who is bound through historic necessity to advances 
in progress. According to the logic of the novel, the Oriental and the 
32 “[D]et är röster ur din egen ras, som ropa dig hem” Heidenstam, op. cit., p. 223. 
Because Mr. Harven remains uncontradicted and he utters opionions (at least in these 
last passages) that can also be found in Heidenstam’s later writings on aesthetics, we 
can assume that he is a kind of spokesperson for the author. Landmark has a similar 
agrument: Harven “is an example of a so called resoneur whose function within the text 
is to be a conversational partner for the external narrator” [är ett exempel på en s. k. 
‘resonör’ vars funktion det är att i texten vara en med den externa berättaren jämställd 
samtalspartner]. Landmark, op. cit., p. 79.
33 “[D]u har här [i Damaskus, JS] genomlevat ikke blott ett stycke af ditt eget liv, 
utan ett stycke af människosläktets. Du har återsett människosläktets barndom och 
slyngelår. […] Vår rasplikt går bestämt inte ut på, att vi skola halka tillbaka i en redan 
tillryggalagd backe, att vi, som äro nittonhundra år gamla, på nytt skola leka sysslolösa 
barn”. Heidenstam, op. cit., p. 220.
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Occident are stringently incommensurable in terms of their spatiality 
and temporality.
This is why the Orient can only be an imago for the West in the 
sense that it can only be looked at like a picture – with an unsurpassable 
distance that beholders must maintain to the object of their gaze in 
order to be able to see at all. This is where the strange reference to the 
myth of Endymion, which is mentioned on countless occasions within 
the novel by the narrator and various protagonists and which has been 
tailored to fit the Orient, becomes relevant.34 According to the myth, 
the moon goddess Selene lets her lover Endymion, the king of Elis, fall 
into an internal sleep that preserves his youthful beauty. She then goes 
to him every night by climbing down into a cave in Mount Latmos 
in Caria – which was during Heidenstam’s time part of the Ottoman 
Empire – to look at him and kiss him. This is also the extent of the love 
relationship in Heidenstam’s novel: Nelly kisses Emin, the Occident/
moon goddess is able to adore the Orient / Endymion, but the distance 
between the two cannot be surpassed and the relationship amounts to 
nothing more than beholding. The mediated distance created in the 
myth is transposed by the novel into the opposition between timeless 
space and spaceless time.
The myth also transports the imbalance between gazes: Selene sees 
and enjoys the beauty of her lover, but the sleeper has his eyes closed 
and is thus not able to return her gaze. I have already mentioned that the 
gaze plays an important role in Bhabha’s idea of mimicry as a subversive 
strategy. The one-sided look at the colonial subject of surveillance thus 
returns (and here I am quoting Bhabha again) “as the displacing gaze 
of the disciplined […] where the observer becomes the observed”35, 
which is an occurrence that is not intended in the myth of Endymion. 
I therefore interpret the novel’s story of resistance not in opposition to 
the stereotype and the colonial way of thinking, but rather as the fixing 
of identities constructed as binaries.
It is in this light that we have to consider Emin’s androgyny in the 
beginning scenes of the novel.36 This oscillation between genders is 
34 The myth is discussed in detail in Lovén, op. cit.
35 Bhabha, op. cit., p. 89.
36 It seems natural to treat this passage as a new version of the classical stereotype, 
according to which the Orient is fundamentally connoted as feminine. (María do 
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actually only temporary because when Emin leaves Europe’s container 
of the postal carriage, when he dresses in “real” Arabian clothes and 
appears in a completely Oriental context, he immediately loses all of his 
feminine features: “All of his movements were composed, deliberate, 
and full of masculine grace”.37 Later, it is even said that he seemed to 
Nelly “more masculine than any other man she had ever seen in her 
entire life”.38 The shifting of gender seems to derive from the dress code 
in the postal carriage. Emin is not androgynous; rather, the attribute of 
“feminine” applies to him because he appears in a European context. 
In an interesting article, Sigrid Weigel writes that femininity and 
foreignness served similar discursive functions in the eighteenth century. 
Both were phenomena of difference and sites of the Other that were 
intended to serve as opposites of the norm of rationality, civilization, 
and responsibility. Both represented irrationality, naturalness, and 
childhood, but their realms of application were different. Femininity 
became “foreign territory up close”.39 The same applies to Heidenstam. 
Within the European container of the postal carriage, in Western 
clothing, the signs of Orientalism are recontextualized with the result 
that the far away foreignness of the Orient is read as foreignness 
“up close”, meaning it becomes visible as femininity. The fact that 
the beholder detects feminine features in Emin only means that his 
foreignness had been translated into a European context. The moment 
he takes off his European clothes and hence ends the mimicry, when 
his partial foreignness merges into the all-encompassing foreignness of 
the Orient, the attributes of up-close foreignness, the feminine features, 
consequently disappear. In contrast to Cristine Sarrimo’s position 
discussed above, I therefore believe that, in this case, androgyny does 
Mar Castro Varela and Nikita Dhawan have established that, in both imperialism 
and anticolonial nationalism, the respective Other is often feminized or presented as 
homosexual.) This argument does not apply to Heidenstam, however.
37 “alla hans rörelser voro behärskade, avmätta och fulla av manigt behag”, Heidenstam, 
op. cit., p. 60.
38 “mer manlig än någon annan man som hon sett i hela sitt liv” Ibid., p. 187.
39 Sigrid Weigel, “Die nahe Fremde – das Territorium des ‘Weiblichen’. Zum 
Verhältnis von ‘Wilden’ und ‘Frauen’ im Diskurs der Aufklärung”, in Thomas Koebner, 
Gerhart Pickerodt, Die andere Welt. Studien zum Exotismus. Frankfurt a. M., Philo 
1987, p. 171-199, 173.
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not result in the shifting of categories, but in the stabilizing of binary 
attributions.40
Conclusion
In the wake of the critique of binary patterns, it has become common 
to believe that binaries are so closely connected that the subversion of a 
single part must be understood as an overall crisis of categories. Marjorie 
Garber, for example, writes that transvestite motifs – which is how we 
can understand Lueni’s identity as a woman and Emin’s temporary 
androgyny – “will always function as a sign of overdetermination – a 
mechanism of displacement from one blurry boundary to another”.41 
In light of the stabilizing effect of signs of androgyny in Heidenstam’s 
novel, however, I am tempted to advise using more caution when dealing 
with such generalizations. In my opinion, Anne McClintock’s position 
seems better suited here. She states that race, gender, and (she adds) 
class may indeed be discourses that are interlocked, but their reciprocity 
should not be confused with identity: “Rather, they come into existence 
in and through relation to each other – if in contradictory and conflictual 
ways”.42 This is a conclusion that the study of literature should always 
remember, especially when analyzing postcolonial literature.
40 Sarrimo writes about “the feminized masculinity of the Arabian man, who was 
apparently the most masculine thing that ‘she’ ever saw” [den arabiske mannens 
feminiserade manlighet som anges vara det mest manliga ‚hon’ någonsin skådat] 
(Sarrimo, op. cit., 2008, p. 29). By this, she means that Emin’s androgyny in the 
beginning scene (Heidenstam, op. cit., p. 23, p. 33) still applies when Nelly witnesses 
his full manliness (ibid., p. 60). But this is not the case: Emin loses his androgyny the 
moment he enters his Arabian context and his maleness is no longer feminized. Sarrimo 
thus ignores the development which can be traced in Nelly’s perception.
41 Marjorie Garber, Vested interests : cross-dressing & cultural anxiety, New York /
London, Routledge, 1992, p. 16.
42 Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather. Race, Gender and Sexuality in the Colonial 
Contest, New York/London, Routledge, 1995, p. 5.
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